Abstract-Content-Centric Networking (CCN) is regarded as a promising architecture for the future Internet because of its built-in caching capability, which will potentially reduce the energy consumption. In this work, we focus on the cache allocation and replacement strategy in CCN, aiming at improving the energy efficiency and resource utilization within the scope of an ISP. We first explain the Interests aggregation in Pending Interest Table ( PIT) is very weak and the in-network energy consumption largely relies on the average bit-level Data download hop count. Then we present a heuristic scheme called Distributed Energy-Efficient (DEE) caching that dynamically replicates Data among the delivery path based on: a) the popularity-hop product; b) the impacts of bias requesting, information inconsistency and Interest timeliness. Finally, we evaluate the performance of DEE. The proposed scheme exhibits constantly superior performance not only in energy efficiency, but also in cache hits and content download delay, which enhances user experience and cache network stability.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today's Internet is primarily associated with the distribution of content, rather than IP-based host-to-host communication. Simultaneously, the explosive growth in Internet traffic, ranging from conventional text, image, and multimedia data to user-generated contents, poses a number of challenges to the network in terms of bandwidth capacity, energy consumption and QoS. To address these problems, Content-Centric Networking (CCN) has been proposed as a promising future Internet architecture and a variety of instances, such as NDN [1] , PURISUIT [2] , DONA [3] and COMET [4] , have been extensively studied. CCN packets carry content names instead of destination addresses carried in IP packets, which are used by CCN routers and hosts to match user requests (called Interests) with the actual content objects (called Data). On the other hand, CCN routers are equipped with cache to store the frequently requested data in order to serve the subsequent Interests. The two inherent features decouple content from host location and balance network load, which undoubtedly improves the network performance [1] , [5] .
A straightforward merit of CCN caching is the improvement of energy efficiency. With Interests being served by in-networks caches, the energy consumption for transporting Data can be significantly reduced because the delivery distance is cut down. In this work, we explore to what extent that caching can improve energy efficiency within the scope of an ISP, which is subject to the specific caching strategy. By default, CCN adopts Caching Everything Everywhere (CEE) [1] strategy. That is, every router on Data download path is supposed to replicate a copy of passing Data and manage the cached replicas with Least Recently Used (LRU) replacement policy. Since the subsequent Interests for the same Data will be readily served by the first cache node, the replicas on the rest path become redundancy, which lowers the resource utilization. Compared with the exponentially increasing size of Internet contents, the storage of CCN routers is very limited that we need to carefully decide which Data are qualified to be stored, where to store them, how long should they be hosted and how to evict a cached Data when there is no room to accommodate the new one.
Cache framework, allocation and replacement policies in IP-based networks have been well studied for years. Specifically, web cache uses proxy servers to store static contents without supporting dynamic routing. Peer-toPeer (P2P) applications and nodes make up a multi-path cache network. Contents are automatically distributed among the online nodes, which is hard to manage in the global view. In contrast, Content Delivery Network (CDN) builds a fully centralized structure that actively "pushes contents" to end users. Thus, caches are widely deployed among the network edge. Caching strategy for CDN is usually subject to the central controller who computes the cache layout [6] . The decoupling of computation and storage brings huge control and computational overheads. On the other hand, the existing cache networks running on application layer can flexibly place contents and redirect the Interests to the desired cache servers via packet classification or tunneling. However, CCN is deployed in layer-3 and deals with fine-grained chunk level Data whose location changes very frequently among the cache network. In addition, the Forwarding Information Base (FIB) size of a CCN router is orders of magnitude larger than that of an IP router, because the content name has much larger name space compared with the fixed-length IP address. Thus, it is infeasible and inefficient for a CCN router to frequently modify FIB entries when the cache layout changes, which will incur huge overhead and cache miss. Instead, CCN adopts the lightweight on-path caching. That is, a) Data can only be cached by the routers along the download path [1] ; b) since FIB keeps unchanged, the CCN router does not know where the desired Data is cached, so it constantly forwards Interests towards the static content server. In this way, the forwarding path for a particular Interest is relatively fixed, so is the Data download path which is the same to the requesting path but in reverse direction. Without the help of FIB, the IP-based caching schemes cannot be directly transplanted to CCN. These new challenges make CCN caching a brand new research area.
Towards the energy-efficient in-network caching in CCN, we first reveal very few Interests can be aggregated in Pending Interest Table ( PIT) in reality. With the assumption that the aggregation is ignored, we then explain the energy consumption roughly depends on the Data download hop count. Guided by the insight, we propose the distributed and energy-efficient heuristic scheme that reduces 30% energy consumption against the default CEE strategy in CCN. In addition to the caching algorithm, we pay attention to systematic implementation issues including information inconsistency problem, bias requesting and aging out stale statistics.
Specifically, our contributions include: 1) We explore the effect of Interests aggregation in PIT and conclude very few Interests can be actually aggregated. With the assumption of the aggregation being ignored, we find the energy consumption largely relies on the average bit-level Data download hop count.
2) We present a heuristic scheme named Distributed Energy-Efficient (DEE) caching that places Data on the download path based on the popularity-hop product. Besides, we realize bias requesting and information inconsistency problems and consider their impacts when making caching decisions. We also present the dilution method to age out inactive Data and accelerate the cache renewal process.
3) We evaluate the performance of DEE under real-life networks. Numerous results demonstrate the proposed scheme is effective, steady and scalable.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II briefly introduces the background of CCN. Section III explores Interests aggregation in PIT. Then it translates the problem of saving energy to reducing the average hop count. In Section IV, the systematic descriptions of DEE are presented. The simulation settings, parameters and numerical results are discussed in Section V. Then, Section VI reviews the related works. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II.
As mentioned, there are two basic kinds of packets in CCN: Interest and Data. Every Data packet is in fixed size and assigned a globally unique content identifier (e.g., the hash value of URL), which is used by routers and hosts to identify the Data.
CCN routers are equipped with cache medium that can store the passing Data to serve the future Interests. The cache storage in routers is called Content Store (CS) (we use the terms CS and cache interchangeably in this paper). If the Interest is not satisfied by local CS, it is forwarded by the name-based FIB. CCN routers keep track of all the currently unsatisfied Interests in a dedicated data structure called Pending Interest Table (PIT) . Therefore, CCN achieves the connectionless communication with the help of the stateful data plane consists of CS, PIT and FIB.
Shown in Fig. 1 , the end user who is requesting Data is called consumer, while the static content server is called producer. In the scope of an ISP, the CCN routers are categorized to the access routers that directly face to consumers; the core routers that only connect to other routers; the gateway routers that can talk to (may not directly connect) outside producers. The content requesting and download processes are briefly described as: 1) A consumer sends an Interest attached with the content identifier to the network;
2) When the router receives the Interest, it first checks if the local CS has the requested Data. If so, the router encapsulates the content payload into Data packet, then returns it to the Interest's incoming port and drops the Interest in the same time. Otherwise, the router looks up local Pending Interest 3) When the target Data returns, the router decides whether to store a copy of the Data in local CS, according to the currently deployed caching policy. Then, it forwards the Data to the port(s) recorded in the corresponding PIT entry which is deleted soon after. Thus, the Data is delivered along the reverse direction of the previous Interest forwarding path.
As mentioned, the original CCN design adopts the onpath caching. That is, the router can only selectively cache those Data passing itself, but will never take the initiative to fetch a Data from some other content source.
III. SYSTEM ASSUMPTIONS AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION
We explore the Interests aggregation in PIT. Based on the findings, we describe our system assumptions and energy consumption insights.
A. Explore Interests Aggregation in PIT
Shown in Section II, PIT has two inherit functions: one is recording the Data delivery path to avoid flooding; the other is aggregating the repetitive Interests for the same content. We first evaluate to what extent the Interests can be aggregated in PIT. We explore PIT's aggregation effect through both the theoretical analysis and the simulation with real trace, under LRU cache replacement and Poisson arrivals. The result reveals very few Interests can be actually aggregated.
1) Interests aggregation in PIT based on the theoretical analysis
Ref. [7] theoretically describes the CS characteristic time and CS hit probability under LRU replacement policy with Poisson arrivals. But it assumes Data is fetched by the router's CS without delay, which is not realistic. Recently, Ref. [8] improves the previous work by involving the non-zero data download delay. It also presents the probability of having an existing entry in PIT when an Interest arrives, namely the Interest's aggregation probability in PIT. But it does not show the overall PIT aggregation effect. We go one step further by evaluating the amount of the aggregated Interests.
Assume there are N distinct contents: [8] , a PIT entry's TTL (defined as T) after it is created is a constant value in this scenario and is obtained by solving the fixed-point formula
The probability of aggregating an incoming Interest for
Limited by the computational complexity of solving (1), we set CS size to C=1,000, the content category size to N=10,000. The overall Interests arrival rate is 
Interests popularity follows Zipf distribution [9] with the parameter 0.9
 
. By solving (1), we get T=10 ms. For each single content, we plot the probability of an Interest being aggregated in PIT in Fig. 2 . We further calculate the expected percentage value of the aggregated Interests: We derive the insights: for the popular contents, they are held in CS constantly, so the Interests are served in the CS which locates in front of PIT. For the unpopular contents, the requesting rate is so low that the Interests arrival interval is even larger than the Data download delay (RTT), for which reason the Data will reach the router and delete the PIT entry before the next Interest comes. So there is no Interests aggregation in PIT either. For contents in the moderate popularity, they have duplicated Interests in PIT, considering they have the highest Interests aggregation probability in Fig. 2 . However, since the Interests popularity follows Zipf distribution in reality [9] , this kind of contents does not have many Interests because most of the Interests are covered by the few hottest contents. As a result, very few Interests can be actually aggregated in PIT.
2) Simulation based on real trace
In addition to the theoretical analysis, we use a 1-hour realistic campus traffic trace collected in Aug 2015 to simulate the Interests aggregation in PIT. There are 14.82 M Interests for 556,896 unique contents. We first assume the Interests popularity follows Zipf distribution. To verify it, we rank the contents by Interests amount and plot the logarithmic rank-amount scatter in Fig. 3 . Since the amount of the i-th ranked Interest in Zipf distribution With these settings fixed, we change the CS size from 1% to 10% w.r.t. content category size and derive the results in Table I . As is shown, even if the CS budget is 1% of content category, only 1.37% of total Interests are aggregated. As the CS budget increases, the percentage of aggregated Interests rapidly drops.
From both the theoretical analysis and the simulation with real trace, we reveal: though a single Data chunk is supposed to be multiplexed and serve multiple Interests in the original CCN design, almost all the Interests and Data are still following the one-to-one mapping.
B. System Assumptions and Energy Consumption
Inspired by the insights in terms of Interests aggregation in PIT, we can safely ignore the Interests aggregation. Then, in the ISP domain, the bit-level energy consumption only depends on the average bitlevel hop count. The detailed proof is presented in Appendix. Therefore, the objective of minimizing the energy consumption is equivalent to minimizing the average bit-level hop count. We regard the popularityhop product as the main caching benefit in the heuristic scheme to be introduced in the following section.
IV. DISTRIBUTED ENERGY-EFFICIENT CACHING
Guided by the design insights towards reducing energy consumption, we propose Distributed Energy-Efficient (DEE) caching, a heuristics that makes caching decisions based on the popularity-hop product. In addition, we present dilution methods to age out the stale Data and accelerate the cache renewal process.
Let be the set of CCN routers in an ISP, among which is the set of access routers that directly receive Interests from consumers. Define as the content category. The Interest and Data for content O k are labeled as Interest k and Data k respectively.
A. Caching Benefit
We define POP k,i as the accumulated amount of Interest k arriving at R i , namely the popularity for Interest k in R i . Recall h k,i is the hop count to download Data k from the content source to R i . Since we do not consider the energy consumption outside the ISP, the maximal value of h k,i is the hop-level distance between R i and the gateway on Data k 's delivery path, as shown in the model in Fig. 1 . Towards reducing the average bit-level Data download hop count, it is straightforward to pull more bits closer to the consumer. Thus, we set the benefit for caching Data k at R i as the popularity-hop product
DEE takes the caching benefit as the quantitative criterion for CS admission and LRU as the cache replacement policy. Each router holds a priority queue BQ recording the 3-tuple <content identifier, caching benefit, popularity> for the candidate contents.
B. Bias Requesting and Fair Aggregation at Core Routers
Since the core router i RC  (Recall  is the set of access routers) does not directly face to consumers, the access routers have to periodically encapsulate their collected Interests popularity into update datagrams and send to R i . The core router aggregates the update information and renews its priority queue BQ.
An important observation is the bias requesting when the core router aggregates multiple descendant routers' popularity datagrams for the same Interest. For example, consider R 2 and R 3 are two access routers in Fig. 4 . The popularity for the three Interests sent by R 2 and R 3 are aggregated by R 1 . For each router, assume the CS can only accommodate one Data and the hop counts for downloading every Data are same. To avoid redundant replicas, a single Data is supposed to be cached at most once on the delivery path. In this way, every router caches the most beneficial Data locally. The cache layout is shown in Fig. 4(a) . However, we observe that though Data 1 has the maximal benefit in R 1 , the components are very biased distributed among the two branches and most of the benefit is seen in R 3 . As the key position covering the whole area, R 1 should cache the Data that fairly benefits all the branches. Therefore, DEE involves a bias factor biaf to refine the aggregation. In the example, the biafattached benefit in R 1 and the resulting cache layout are shown in Fig. 4(b) . The globally beneficial Data 2 occupies R 1 's CS. Compared with Fig. 4(a) , R 2 gets more benefit by storing Data 3 rather than Data 1 on the path, while R 3 's benefit roughly keeps unchanged. Note that R 1 's actually derived benefit is still the basic benefit because the extra part is only used to add weights in making the decision. As a result, the network-wide gained benefit increases. ,1=h-1, hi,2=hi,3=h (1≤i≤3) . R1 aggregates the Interests popularity sent by the branches. In Fig. 4(a) , R1 only considers the sum of the benefits, and stores the most beneficial one. In Fig. 4(b) , in addition to the basic benefit, R1 also computes an extra benefit that adds more weights to the Data that can fairly benefit the branches. As a result, the later scheme gets more network-wide benefit.
C. Request the Data

1) Process the interest at CCN routers
Based on the on-path caching and forwarding model explained in Section I, DEE treats the request and download path for the Data as a whole cache space and explores the position with maximal caching benefit to place the Data. DEE adds the 3-tuple <rid, b max , if_empty> into Interest packet. Among the routers traversed by Interest k , rid and b max indicate the most beneficial router's ID and the corresponding benefit value. Flag if_empty=TRUE means the chosen router in rid has enough CS storage to accommodate Data k without kicking out any existing Data, while if_empty=FALSE means the router has to replace another cached Data with Data k in CS. if_empty is initialized as FALSE by the consumer. Accordingly, when the Data returns, it has a field rid ca recording the selected router to cache the replica. In order to update the hop-level distance information for on-path routers, Data packet has another field hops indicating the hop count it has traveled originating from the content source. 
2) Information inconsistency problem
As discussed, there exists Data download delay (RTT) from the time when a router decides to cache the Data to the time when the Data packet returns. During this interval, other Interests and Data may reach the router and change the CS profile. So it is possible that the Data cannot be actually cached when it reaches the router because the previously predicted caching condition is no longer met. We refer to this as the information inconsistency problem.
To address it, as the router gets the Interest, it records the previously selected router's ID (Interest k .rid) in PIT (Line 14, 17 in Algorithm 1), while in the original CCN design, PIT only records the Interest's incoming port. For the example in Fig. 5 , the forwarding path contains 5 routers, from access router R 1 to gateway R 5 . Assume the Interest's rid changes at R 1 , R 2 and R 4 , then the whole path is segmented into three sub-paths by the three "change points". By checking the rid value recorded at the change point router, we can obtain the best caching position for the Data on the next sub-path, which acts as the alternative node if the router on the upstream path fails to accommodate the Data. More details are shown in the following paragraphs. 
D. Data Delivery
Sent by the outside producer, the Data enters the ISP via the gateway node. The gateway router looks up PIT and writes the ID of the candidate caching router into Data's rid ca field (There may be multiple candidates when the Data is requested by multiple consumers. If so, gateway router is supposed to make multiple Data copies.). If there is not a valid candidate router ID, rid ca is written as NULL. The gateway also initializes Data's hops field as 1 before forwarding it. Shown in Algorithm 2, when receiving Data k , R i increases the Data's hops value (Line 2). The router can use this value update the local distance profile periodically. Assume the Data has not been cached on the traveled path and R i is the candidate caching router (Line 3-9). Since there may be information inconsistency problem as explained above, the router has to double check if the caching condition for Data k (i.e., it has enough storage or the caching benefit is larger than the cacheable threshold) is still met (Line 4). If the condition holds, then R i adds Data k in CS and sets the cached flag (Data k .if_cached) in order to prevent it from being cached again afterwards (Line 5-6). Then the router sets Data k .hops to 1 because it is the nearest content source w.r.t. downstream routers now (Line 7). If the caching condition is no longer met, there is another chance to cache the Data on the left path: R i looks up PIT and retrieves the ID of the selected caching router on the following sub-path, as shown in Fig. 5 . In this way, Data k .rid ca is modified to the new router ID (Line 9) so that the Data is likely to be cached there. Finally, R i forwards the Data to the next node (Line 10). 
E. The Dilution Methods
With the explosion of user-generated contents in social and video networks, the lifetime of popular contents is getting much shorter. Therefore, a large number of inactive Data exist in the CS not only during network idle hours, but also in the transition periods as the new popular contents emerge, which will lower the caching performance. We introduce two dilution methods in order to age out the stale statistics for caching benefit. As a result, the benefit for continuously beneficial Data keeps dynamic balance while that for inactive/dead Data drastically decreases.
1) The linear dilution
A straightforward way is to dilute benefit linearly. That is, for each item recorded in the router's priority queue BQ, its popularity decreases at the constant rate. In R i , the caching benefit decreases every 
If a cached Data's popularity reaches 0, it will be evicted from CS. In most cases, it is replaced by an incoming Data when the caching benefit drops out of the cacheable zone in the priority queue. The linear dilution is lightweight. However, it synchronously dilutes the effects of all Interests regardless of the arrival order of different Interests, which is unfair to the newly arriving ones.
2
) The window-based dilution
To guarantee the fairness, we further propose the window-based dilution. That is, each item in the priority queue is assigned with a window which is implemented by the round-robin queue. The round-robin queue consists of a fixed number of slots. The length of the queue represents the window width. There is an active slot recording the real-time popularity for the content. The active slot slides at the constant rate. ( 1) mod ,, ,, ,
Obviously, the average effect time of an Interest is (1 ) ( 1) ii vW  , because the lifetime for every Interest lasts for   
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We simulate the proposed caching schemes and evaluate the performance under real-life topologies.
A. Simulation Setup
The caching schemes are simulated on five real-life ISP topologies in different tiers and scales as summarized in Table II . Without loss of generality, the end users under an access router are merged to one single node which acts as the consumer. For each consumer, we generate the synthetic Interests trace as the input traffic which is described as follows. The popularity for Interests is governed by Zipf distribution [9] . That is, the probability of the i-th ranked popular Interest arrival is
, where  is the parameter (skewness factor) of Zipf distribution. The total number of Interests expressed by the consumer is uniformly distributed. The simulator uses slot as the time granularity. In each slot, for a consumer, it sends out one Interest to the connected access router; for a router, it processes all packets received in the last slot. All the Interests are assured to be successfully served, either by the on-path CS or by the outside producer. To enhance the effect of inside cache, the distance between the producer and the gateway is assumed to be much longer than that between inside consumers and the gateway. A simulation terminates when all the desired Data arrive at the requesting consumers.
To compute the energy consumed within an ISP, we use the parameters listed in Table III [10]- [13] . Note that currently there is not a prototype of the CCN router, therefore we refer to the energy density of the typical IP router. The energy consumption is derived according to (8) (9) (10) in Appendix. We implement DEE scheme with the window-based dilution that is called DEE-WIN (The DEE scheme implemented with linear dilution is also tested and shows worse performance than DEE-WIN in all the metrics below.). In addition, we compare it against ProbCache scheme [14] , ProbCache+ scheme [15] and Caching Everything Everywhere (CEE) scheme [1] . Specifically, ProbCache is a probabilistic CCN caching scheme in which each router on the Data downloading path has the probability of 1/(hop count) to cache the passing Data, while ProbCache+ improves ProbCache in terms of fairness. In CEE which is the default caching scheme suggested in the original CCN design [1] , the router caches every received Data and manages local CS with LRU replacement policy. Since CEE is the proposed caching scheme in the original CCN design, we use it as the baseline. By default, the duration of a single slot is   =1 s. The skewness parameter  in Zipf distribution is set to 0.9. The default cache size for every router is set to 0.5% of the content category size. The dilution rate and popularity aggregation interval are initialized as 10% of the Interest arrival rate and 100 slots respectively, and can be adjusted according to the real-time performance. For simplicity, the caching decisions are made within the same slot for popularity aggregation. We test a variety of simulation settings and report the results.
B. Energy Consumption
We first compute the percentage in terms of energy consumed by other schemes w.r.t. CEE. The simulation is conducted with the AT&T ISP. The total Interest amount at every access router is uniformly distributed in U(200,000, 1,000,000).
In Fig. 6 , we consider 100,000 different contents and plot the energy consumption as the relative cache size increases from 0.1% to 3.0%. It is reasonable that the performance for all schemes gets steadily improved as the cache size increases. DEE-WIN outperforms the rest and saves around 30% energy against CEE. Since the price of storage medium drops constantly, the router is supposed to afford the larger CS in the future, which is more favorable to DEE.
To test the scalability, we fix the cache size at 0.5% of the content category size and increase the content popularity. As shown in Fig. 7 , the curves for all the schemes are smooth. We can infer these schemes have stable performance when dealing with massive contents. 
C. Cache Hits
With the same topology and configuration settings to the simulation for energy consumption, we then compute the number of cache hits achieved by the schemes w.r.t. CEE in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 . Fig. 8 shows the percentage of cache hits as the relative cache size increases. With the smaller cache size, DEE-WIN can achieve five times more cache hits than the original CEE. As the cache size goes larger, the cache performance reaches the stable state. On the other hand, we change the content population and plot the percentage of cache hits in Fig. 9 . For different content category sizes, DEE-WIN always derives more cache hits than the two compared schemes. 
D. Average Data Download Delay
We use the campus network of Tsinghua University to test the average Data download delay under the four caching schemes. The Data download delay is defined in the number of hops that a single Data has traversed from the content source (the CS or producer) to the requesting consumer. In Fig. 10 , we consider 2,000 different contents. The total Interests amount at every access router is uniformly distributed in U(4,000, 6,000). We increase the relative cache size of every router and derive the average Data download delay curves. It is not surprising that all curves get dropped when more cache storage is given. Since more and more Interests can be served by the in-network cache rather than the outside producer, the Data download delay is shrunk.
We then change the content category size and plot the result in Fig. 11 . Note that the total Interest amount in the access router is proportional to the real-time content population. With the fixed relative cache size, DEE-WIN steadily decreases the average download delay while others keep the constant values.
E. Average Link Load
In Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 , we use the same campus network and configuration settings above to evaluate the average link load. The link load is described as the average number of packets (Interest and Data) per link. Given more Interests are served by CS as the cache size increases, the link load drops in Fig. 12. In Fig. 13 , because the Interests amount is proportional to the content category size, there are more loads on links when we use the larger content category. DEE-WIN still generates the least additional load. 
F. Topology
In addition to the topologies of AT&T and Tsinghua University, we also explore the other three topologies listed in Table II . We plot the results for energy consumption and cache hits in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 . When deployed in these real-life topologies, DEE-WIN outperforms the others in both metrics, which indicates it is insensitive to the topology changes.
VI. RELATED WORK
The cache networks, allocation schemes and replacement policies in IP-based applications have been extensively studied and a large body of works has led to great success. Differing from IP-based caching running on the application layer which is readily to manage and control, CCN caching deals with the contents on the network layer. It needs to consider the name-based routing and make on-path caching decision on-the-fly. Therefore, the existing caching strategies are hard to be transplanted in CCN, which makes caching in CCN a brand new research area.
In recent studies, Ref. [16] colors some nodes in the campus network as CCN routers and proposes a caching scheme aiming at minimizing the network-wide delay, which runs in exponential time in the worst case. Ref. [17] converts the collaborative caching to linear programming problems and solves them through dynamic programming method, but it is constrained by the huge computing complexity. Ref. [18] studies caching in CCN from the economical view. It proposes OC 3 N caching scheme for the ISP which does not require the content popularity information. Instead, it formulates the costs in terms of caching and retrieval. D.Rossi et al. propose a novel simulation study for the caching performance in CCN [19] and present the architecture of content router recently [20] . Ref. [21] also proposes a window-based caching scheme WAVE that pushes hot contents to network edge, but it cannot eliminate cache redundancy. Note that most of these works are based on the assumption that the Data can be delivered through arbitrary paths with the help of a flexible FIB. Instead, we adopt the lightweight on-path caching in CCN. That is, routers would not modify FIB entries no matter whether the cached Data location changes in network, so the forwarding path for an Interest is fixed. Therefore, Data can only be cached along the download path. Besides, Interest hits the CS only on its way towards the producer, which reduces redundant traffic and avoids the huge overhead incurred by CS misses and FIB updates, as suggested in [1] .
As for the optimization objective, almost all the related works focus on the increase of cache hit ratio, whereas little effort has dedicated to the energy-efficient caching. Ref. [5] formulates the optimization problem with energy consumption model and proposes an online caching scheme. But it needs to predict the exact time at which the incoming Interest arrives, which is hard to be realized in practice. Besides, it has not considered the implementation issues such as the CS information inconsistency.
Towards the energy-efficient caching strategy within the scope of an ISP in CCN, we reveal very few Interests can be aggregated in PIT in reality, which is valuable to the CCN-related topics but rarely noticed by literatures. Then we conclude the energy consumption largely relies on the average bit-level Data download delay. Regarding the popularity-hop product as the main caching benefit, we develop the heuristic scheme DEE. We also pay attention to the caching framework in this work.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigate the energy-efficient cache allocation and replacement problems in CCN within the scope of an ISP. With the observation that Interests aggregation in PIT is very weak, we safely ignore it and translate the problem of saving energy to reducing the average bit-level Data download hop count. We then propose a heuristic scheme called Distributed EnergyEfficient (DEE) caching that dynamically places Data across the delivery paths based on the predicted benefit in term of Interests popularity and Data download hop count. We further consider the impact of bias requesting, information inconsistency and Interests timeliness. Through the simulation under real-life topologies, the proposed framework has been proven to be effective, steady and scalable.
APPENDIX
As mentioned in Section III-B, we prove that the bitlevel energy consumption only depends on the average bit-level hop count under the assumption of ignoring the Interests aggregation in PIT.
Let be the set of CCN routers in an ISP, among which is the set of access routers that directly receive Interests from consumers. Define as the content category 
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On the other hand, the energy consumed for caching Data in CS is ( ) ( 
where P ca is the power density (W/bit) of the CS medium in the CCN router and () m t  is the percentage of CSserved Data size over S(t m ). Thus, the total energy consumption is ( ) 
